DEFINITION OF 1~E PROBLEM
We consider the equilibrium free surface of a liquid partly filling a vertical cylinder for the case in which the surface height u(x,y) is a single-valued smooth function of x and y, and in which there is sufficient liquid to cover the base of the cylinder entirely. The gravitational field is taken to be positive when directed vertically downward. The height then satisfies the equation where V is the two-dimensional operator (3/3x, 3/3y), K = pg/0 is the capillary constant, p is the difference in densities between the liquid and gas phases, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and 0 is the gas-liquid surface tension. The constant 2H is determined by the cross-sectional shape of the cylinder, the volume of liquid, and the boundary condition satisfied by the free surface of the liquid at the cylinder wall.
The boundary condition for a free surface that makes a contact angle Y with the cylinder wall is I 3u W 3n cos y at the wall. (2) where au/an denotes the derivative of u with respect to the outward directed normal at the wall. Only the case of wetting liquids 00 ~ y < 90°. will be considered here. (The nonwetting case can be obtained from it directly by means of a simple transformation.) Theorem. Suppose there is a point p on the boundary at which the curvature is greater than L/A; then there exists a critical contact angle such that there is no solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) in a neighborhood of p for 0';;;; Y < Y .
• crlt We shall apply this theorem to an elliptical cross section, For this application we must calculate the area and perimeter of an ellipse and the curvature at any point on it. The area of an ellipse is A '" nab (3) where a and b are the semimajor and semiminor axes, The ellipse is described by the equation (i, ) The perimeter of the ellipse is 
where
is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind. Values of L/A for a '" 1 and various values of b are given in Table I The unit vector t tangent to the curve y(x) in two dimensions is t (dx/ds, dy/ds)
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The curvature C and the unit vector n normal to the curve y(x) are defined by
Cn "" dUds
and (ll) Note that C also can be written
Let y(x) be an ellipse. Then 
According to the theorem. there will exist a critical contact angle for ellipses with C greater than L/A. max that is. for b/a < n!4E(m) .
This inequality can be solved numerically. The result is that a angle will exist for ellipses with b/a < 0.6116.
A LOWER BOUND ON Y crit
Consider the cross section of the cylinder shown in Fig. 1 . Let
A be the area of the entire cross section and L be its perimeter.
The cross section is cut by a curve f, which intersects the perimeter at points and and whose length we also denote by Let A* denote the part of the domain cut off by r and denote aJ so the area of this part. Let L* denote the part of the perimeter cut ,lff r and denote also the length of this part.
If a solution to Eqs. 
MINIMIZATION OF V FOR FIXED AND P2
The minimization of V can be done in two steps. First.
that minimizes V for a fixed pair of intersection points PI then vary PI and PZ' It can be shown that the minimizing arc of a circle [2] . 
For a given value of V. L, r. and A. Eq. (29) has the solutions sin <PI
For V < I, Eq. (29) has one positive solution for sin <Pl' For v > 1. it has two positive solutions; however, V > 1 gives no useful bound on cos Y 't' so we shall ignore this case. Thus if V has a cr1.
relative minimum that is less than one, then CPl will equal CP2 for the minimizing r.
Consider a cross section that is symmetric about some straight line, as is the ellipse of Fig. 3 about the x axis. Let the curve r have intersection points PI and on opposite sides of that line.
If V has a relative minimum that is less than one. then the minimizing PI and Pz will be symmetric about that line. 
